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Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
your company would like to be a part of or obtain more information about the Adopt-a-Course program, please contact
matt@caplacanada.org for program details.

CAPLA 2014 COURSE CALENDAR

Please continue to watch the website and e-Bulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course Name

Location

Apr 8

8:15am - 4:30pm

Rocks, Records, Contracts & Reserves

AER Core Lab

Apr 10

8:45am - 3:00pm

P&NG Continuations - Alberta Government

Metropolitan Centre

Apr 10

8:15am - 4:30pm

Oil Sands / Heavy Oil Essentials

AER Core Lab

May 15

7:30am - 9:00pm

Oil & Gas Essentials: Calgary - Canmore Field Trip

North Glenmore Park

May 29

8:30am - 4:30pm

Reading Survey Plans

Cenovus

Jun 5

8:30am - 4:30pm

Acquisitions & Divestments

Pengrowth

Jun 10

8:30am - 12:00pm

Introduction to Land

Cenovus

Jun 11

8:30am - 4:30pm

Oil & Gas Game

Penn West

Jun 17

8:30am - 4:30pm

Contract & Business Law

Chevron

Jun 19

8:30am - 12:00pm

Notice Of Assignment - Advanced

Pengrowth

CAPLA 2014 EVENTS CALENDAR
For times and location, please check the CAPLA website.
Wednesdays

Our Toastmasters Club meets every Wednesday at noon at Eighth Avenue Place

Apr 1

A Taste of Europe

Apr 17

Lunch ‘n Learn - Aboriginal “Duty to Consult”: Challenges Faced by Industry - Peter Miller

May 1

CAPLA AGM & Awards Luncheon

May 7 & 8

Elevating the Profile: CAPLA Conference 2014

May 13

Leadership Breakfast - Dr. Gary Lepine

Jun 3

Lunch, Learn, Lead - Engaging and Motivating Your Team

How to Host a

CAPLA Coffee Party

What better way to elevate the proﬁle of land asset management and mark CAPLA’s
20th Anniversary than to throw an oﬃce party! Organize a CAPLA Coﬀee Party
before April 30 and you could win an iPad2 (and your guests could win an
iPad mini.) Find everything you need to plan a CAPLA Coﬀee Party at
www.caplacanada.org/20thAnniversary.aspx.
Who should come? Invite your non-land colleagues or clients. Use the 20 for 20: Little
Known Facts about Land Asset Management fact sheet to tell them what makes your job so
fascinating. Encourage them to enter a draw for an iPad mini.
How do I make a CAPLA cake? Print the birthday cake template available on the webpage
above and take it to the store when you order your cake.
How do I enter the draw for an iPad2? If you are a CAPLA member and helped organize the party,
go to the webpage for all the information you need to enter.
For more information, contact katherine@caplacanada.org.
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President &
CEO Message
Anniversary Has Helped Elevate Our Profile
by Cathy Lotwin and Cathy Miller
CAPLA’s 20th anniversary year is progressing very successfully
from our perspective. There have been and continue to be many
opportunities to elevate the profile of land asset management as
we celebrate two decades as an association.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the
anniversary so far. If you were among the 300 people who
attended the 20th Anniversary Celebration at Jamieson
Place in October, you know that it was an elegant evening
that provided many opportunities for former colleagues
and long-time friends to re-connect.
The CAPLA Coffee Party initiative was launched by CAPLA
leaders in January, with Board members and committee cochairs sharing an anniversary cake and great discussion.
We were both invited to a CAPLA Coffee Party at Encana
in February, which was very well attended by Encana staff
and senior executive. Another delicious CAPLA anniversary
cake and anniversary cookies, too! We encourage you to
consider hosting a CAPLA Coffee Party in your workplace.
The goal is to elevate the profile of land asset management
within your organization and especially among your nonland colleagues. Find out how to host a CAPLA Coffee
Party in the ad on page 2.
Your response to CAPLA’s new ethics training program has
been outstanding! An initiative of the Board of Directors,
the training program was designed by Dr. Gary Lepine and
introduced to the CAPLA membership in January. The sessions
filled up almost from the beginning, and feedback has been
very positive. The two-part program, designed specifically for
people working in land asset management, will be offered
free-of-charge to CAPLA members during 2014, so watch the
CAPLA website for your opportunity to sign up.
As part of the ethics program, the Board has developed
a Code of Conduct for CAPLA members. Published for
the first time in this issue of NEXUS, the code will elevate
the professionalism and the profile of the land asset
management discipline. Current CAPLA members will be
asked to review and agree with the Code of Conduct when
they renew their memberships online. We are extremely
proud of this document and what it means to our discipline
going forward. If you have any questions about the Code of
Conduct or the ethics program, please contact CEO Cathy
Miller at cathy@caplacanada.org.
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The CAPLA Awards Luncheon & AGM is planned for May
1 at the Calgary Petroleum Club. The AGM portion of
the event will include the President’s report, Treasurer’s
report and Bylaw changes. Details will be circulated to the
CAPLA membership prior to the event. The Awards portion
of the event provides another opportunity to recognize
excellence within our profession. We are introducing the
CAPLA Committee of the Year Award this year. One CAPLA
committee will be recognized for its success in meeting
and exceeding expectations, and for providing outcomes
that are of direct benefit to the CAPLA membership. As in
previous years, we are seeking your nominations for the
Rising Star Award, President’s Award and Outstanding
Volunteer of the Year Award. The nomination deadline is
March 26. We also look forward to honouring corporations
that have supported CAPLA and presenting the Myra Drumm
Memorial Student Achievement Award that afternoon. We
hope that you can join us.
CAPLA has been working with CAPL since the Fall of 2012
to explore ways that our two organizations can work more
effectively together. A small working group has been
created to develop more consistent and aligned messaging
to industry and explore potential areas for collaboration.
Cooperating in this manner can only serve to elevate
the profile of both organizations and the work that our
members do. Thank you to everyone who is participating
in this initiative, including Margaret Ariss, BlackPearl
Resources Inc.; Jane McKinnon, Independent; Lynn Lehr,
ConocoPhillips; Autumn Wilton, Enerplus; Craig Stayura,
Mosaic Energy Ltd.; and Ron Vermeulen, LandSolutions.
For some time, the Board of Directors has been discussing
CAPLA’s name and its relevance to our ever-changing
discipline. As land work becomes more complex, the term
“land administration” may not be as all-encompassing as it
could be. With that in mind, the Board has started a process
to consider potential new names and a new visual brand
for CAPLA. Watch for more news about this process and
how you can contribute to the conversation at a later date.
Enjoy the March 2014 edition of NEXUS, and thank you
to all our contributors and the Editorial Committee for
another great issue.

n

CAPLA Code of Conduct
ORGANIZATIONAL PURPOSE
CAPLA builds excellence within land asset management.

CORE VALUES
As members of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Land
Administration (CAPLA) we value:

RESPECT
We hold ourselves to the highest standards, displaying
personal and professional integrity in our workplaces and
professional community. We value others by listening to
them and creating a culture of accountability in all of our
relationships.

ENGAGEMENT
We make a difference in our discipline by demonstrating a
passion for excellence in our work, actively collaborating
with team members, associates in the energy industry and
the wider community, always striving to create mutually
beneficial solutions.

QUALITY
We deliver results and demonstrate personal leadership by
identifying business opportunities, expanding our knowledge
and technical expertise through ongoing education and
understanding while supporting industry standards and
delivering professional results without compromise.

the view of establishing and maintaining goodwill
with suppliers, contractors, industry partners, and
other stakeholders;
5.	behave professionally, with integrity, and conduct
themselves in a manner consistent with fairness,
honesty, integrity, courtesy, and competency;
6.	deal honestly and fairly with suppliers, contractors,
fellow members, industry partners, and other
stakeholders; and
7.	do not disclose confidential or proprietary
information or use it for personal gain or take
unfair advantage of anyone through illegal conduct,
manipulation, concealment, misrepresentation or
other dishonest or unfair practices.
This Code of Conduct is not intended to address all
situations. There will be occasions where members are
confronted by circumstances not covered by this Code
of Conduct and where a judgment must be made as to
an appropriate course of action. In those circumstances
members are encouraged to consult with the CAPLA
Executive Committee or to use sound judgment that is
aligned with the spirit of this Code of Conduct.

n

CODE OF CONDUCT
CAPLA builds excellence within land asset management
disciplines by promoting, maintaining and requiring high
standards of professional conduct and fair and honest
dealings on the part of each CAPLA member within the
industry. CAPLA strives to continually improve and educate
its members so that they maintain such high standards and
principles as set out in this Code of Conduct.
The Code of Conduct is the basis of conduct, business
principles, and ideals for its members. Conduct of any
member that is inconsistent with the Code of Conduct shall
be considered unethical and the individual’s membership
status shall be subject to review for possible cancellation.

CAPLA members,
1. read and accept this Code of Conduct;
2.	conduct themselves in a manner that brings positive
recognition and credit to themselves, to the land asset
management discipline, and to CAPLA;
3.	do not engage in any act or conduct that causes
disrespect for, or a lack of confidence in, CAPLA, or
other CAPLA members, or is known, or ought to be
known, to be offensive or harassing in nature;
4.	represent the land asset management discipline with

Awards Luncheon
& AGM

Thursday, May 1, 2014, 11:30 am
Calgar� Pet�oleum Club
Nominations close March 26 for the
Rising Star Award, President’s Award
and Outstanding Volunteer Award

New This Year:
Committee of the Year Award

Members $60 Non-Members $75
Purchase a table for eight for $400 until April 13.
Aﬅer that time, tables will be $480.
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CAPLA
Elevating the Profile: CAPLA Conference 2014
MAY 7 & 8, 2014 | TELUS CONVENTION CENTRE | CALGARY, ALBERTA
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP: WHAT DOES IT MEAN AND
WHAT DIFFERENCE WOULD IT MAKE? with Lori-anne
Demers
If our leaders could speak and connect with us from
their authentic selves, we would be much more likely
to get on board and support their vision and initiatives.
In this provocative presentation, learn to access your
authentic self, share and communicate from authenticity,
and experience the impact that has on others. Lori-anne
Demer’s background in facilitating communication courses
for an international company, as well as coaching and
training other course leaders, has provided her with a
wealth of experience and a passion for enabling people to
succeed beyond their own expectations.

Educational Sessions:
PROFESSIONAL EQ: DEFINING MOMENTS with Bente Nelson
CANADA’S ABORIGINALS: EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO
KNOW, BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK with Bee Schadeck
RECLAMATION: UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY with Maria Rosati

Whether you are new to the discipline or an industry veteran,
Elevating the Profile: CAPLA Conference 2014 will help
you excel as a land professional. Enjoy dynamic keynote
speakers, industry updates, skill development sessions, and
of course, the best networking opportunities of the year.
Register for one or both days of the conference, or join us
for breakfast or lunch to listen to our keynote speakers.
The CAPLA conference is a one day conference held on
two consecutive days. The sessions scheduled for May 7
will be repeated on May 8. The conference is designed to
be flexible to meet your needs. Special pricing is available if
you want to attend the keynote addresses or the networking
event. Please contact Matt Worthy at matt@caplacanada.
org for more details about these options. Register soon to
ensure that you get the sessions and day you prefer.

Keynote Sessions:
ALVIN’S LAWS OF LIFE with Alvin Law, CSP, HoF
Alvin Law has been delivering his message of inspiration and
hope since 1981 when he quit a radio disc jockey career to
educate students about his belief that people aren’t disabled,
they are differently abled. He lives his words. After being
born without arms and written off by the medical community,
his incredible parents set about proving them wrong. Using
his feet for hands, he is the ultimate success story.
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CLASSIC ACCUMAP (DAY 1) AND NEW ACCUMAP (DAY 2) with
Aaron Cossette
RED BULL & ROLAIDS OR REST & RELAXATION: WHAT DOES
‘R&R’ MEAN TO YOU? with Dr. Gary Lepine
THE ALBERTA OIL SANDS: ECONOMICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
with Al Kimmel
GETTING RID OF SCRIBBLED NOTES: PROFESSIONAL TITLE
CHAIN ANALYSIS FOR MINERAL ANALYSTS with Tracey Stock
UNCONVENTIONAL RESOURCES - DOES THE CAPL OPERATING
PROCEDURE WORK? with Jay D. Todesco
PICKING THE LOW HANGING FRUIT: OPTIMIZING ROYALTY
DEDUCTIONS with Gale Robins
RENTAL ALLOCATION: HOW DO YOU SHARE YOUR ANNUAL
LEASE RENTALS BETWEEN WORKING INTEREST PARTIES? with
Deborah Godfrey
SURFACE DUE DILIGENCE IN A&D with Ian Clark
HORIZONTAL WELL POOLINGS: THE PROS AND CONS OF WHEN,
WHERE AND WHY with the CAPLA Contracts Subcommittee

Register today for Elevating the Profile: CAPLA Conference
2014 on the CAPLA website: www.caplacanada.org.

n

Article
What Colour is My e-Signature?
by Tracey Stock, P.Eng., Lawyer
land documents to a friendly land administration manager
with whom I had an acquaintance. Next day, hundreds of
banker boxes stuffed with 2.7 million documents arrived
from a vendor. Each needed to be signed by the friendly
manager. Good dodge. Clever vice-president.
The friendly manager quickly calculated that to sign a
page and flip a page, sign a page and flip a page, would
take about three seconds per signature. Working 24/7
without breaks, to sign 2.7 million documents would take
8 million seconds; 135,000 minutes; 2,250 hours; or about
three months. Taking breaks for meals, sleeping, and other
human necessaries would cause the task to balloon to
about nine months.
A quick solution was to delegate the manager’s signing
authority to anyone with a pulse, but the vice-president
said no. The next idea was to copy the manager’s signature
onto several rubber stamps and let a small army of clerks
do the signing. This required legal review and approval
from a swarm of executives and the board of directors,
but it got done. The signature stamping campaign began.
Good dodge. Clever manager.

T

here may be some uncertainty about when e-signatures
and facsimile signatures are legally acceptable for
many documents used in petroleum land administration.
A lingering question about the colour ink that should be
used for signing may also be
lurking in the weeds. This article
provides some legal and land
administration perspective on
these issues.

As stamped documents began to circulate through industry,
a few companies objected saying that they would only
accept a “real ink” or “wet” signature. On a one-off basis
these luddites were humoured.
A couple of months later, the manager was in the vendor
role preparing to kill a forest to generate a vast pile of

These questions trigger a chain
of associations for me. It may
seem odd, but I’m first reminded
about reading that Tom Sawyer
got into a fight and came home
dirty one day. His aunts were
appalled and sentenced him to
whitewash a fence. His solution
was to cajole neighbour kids to
pay with small treasures for the
privilege of doing the job for
him. Good dodge. Clever Tom.
I am reminded of Tom because
back in 2001, or so, a vice-president
at a really huge oil company
delegated signing authority for
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outgoing specific conveyances. Upping the ante from rubber
stamps, the manager brought technology into play. Again,
this required heaps of internal review and approvals, but it
got done too. The manager’s signature image was digitized
and embedded in the electronic precedent used to generate
conveyances. Then, every document coming off the printer
was already signed. No stamps. No pens. Clever oil company.
Most of industry accepted this digital signature image.
Luddites were incensed. They tossed the documents back
crying that they had no legal value because the signature,
“wasn’t real.” Poor luddites. So wrong.
Legally, a signature is a mark that provides evidence of
identity and intent. The legal rule is that unless a statute
specifically prescribes a particular method of making a
signature, it may be made in any number of different ways
including mechanical or rubber stamp facsimile. Autopens
have been used for years. They automatically reproduce a
person’s signature and are popular with celebrities, CEO’s,
politicians, and heads of state. We commonly see autopens
used on government cheques.
Back in 1979, the British Columbia Court of Appeal heard
in R. v. Layton that, “a rubber stamp facsimile signature
was not a signature at all but, at best, only a copy of a
signature.” The court rejected the argument. It found that
a rubber stamp facsimile signature is legal as it provides
admissible and binding evidence of a signature as to
identity and intent.

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING
Proven success for business, l and + the communit y

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Aquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca
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In the 1993 case R. v. Hickey, the Nova Scotia Court of
Appeal noted that the definition of a signature given by
Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary, 3rd ed. vol. 4, p. 2183, is:
…a signature is the writing or otherwise affixing, a
person’s name or a mark to represent his name, by himself
or by his authority, with the intention of authenticating
a document as being that of, or as binding on, the person
whose name or mark is written or affixed.
The judge went on to say,
The use of a facsimile signature by rubber stamp or
another process is widespread. Anyone who receives
a cheque from the Government of Canada invariably
receives a cheque upon which a facsimile signature
appears, and there is no questioning of the legal validity
and binding effect of such an application of signature. The
use of such is widespread outside of government circles
invariably where the volume dictates the signature being
affixed in such a manner, ie. health plan reimbursement
cheques, etc…. Where a signature is required to perform
an administrative act, the use of a facsimile stamp is
acceptable and constitutes the signature.
In 2012, the Alberta Court of Appeal not only agreed, but
went one step further. In Thompson Brothers Construction)
Ltd. v. Alberta (Appeals Commission for Alberta Workers’
Compensation) it approved facsimile signatures and said,
“civil practice must keep up with technological advances,
and the Court accepts electronic signatures….”
Anticipating the growth of electronic commerce, the federal
and provincial governments each enacted legislation in the
early 2000’s giving legal status to electronic signatures. This
enabled all the modern click-based internet agreements we
now take for granted.
Federal legislation is the Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000, c 5. It defines an
electronic signature at section 31(1) as, “a signature that
consists of one or more letters, characters, numbers or
other symbols in digital form incorporated in, attached
to or associated with an electronic document.” Generally,
Section 43 provides that, “a requirement under a provision
of a federal law for a signature is satisfied by an electronic
signature.” This act also recognizes that a secure electronic
signature can be used where a seal or witness is required.
Clever feds.
The analogous Alberta legislation is the Electronic
Transactions Act, SA 2001, c E-5.5. It defines an electronic
signature as, “electronic information that a person creates
or adopts in order to sign a record and that is in, attached
to or associated with the record.” At section 16(1) it says, “a
legal requirement that a record be signed is satisfied by an
electronic signature.” Clever Alberta. This anticipates the
day when paper conveyances are not used anymore.
Still, if you want to wear suspenders and a belt, you
can use specific agreement terms that address facsimile,
electronic, or digital, signatures. For example, in an A&D

context, such language could say that the parties, “declare,
represent and warrant that any facsimile, mechanical,
digital, or electronic signature(s) appearing on any
specific conveyance document(s) is sufficient to cause
such specific conveyance document(s) to be a valid and
binding obligation on the parties without need for original
signatures.” Clever agreement.
In some circumstances there is a statute or other legally
compelling reason for using a wet signature. In petroleum
land administration, the most common are sworn
instruments, attestations, and land title documents. For
example, in Alberta, Section 161 of the Land Titles Act
specifies that execution of documents by a corporation
must be, “sealed with the corporate seal of the corporation
and countersigned by at least one officer or director of the
corporation, or executed by at least one officer or director
of the corporation….”
In some jurisdictions there may be an expectation that all
signatures be rendered in black ink. Some old regulations
even specified “black India ink.” This is an anachronistic
hold-over from days when copying technologies had
trouble with any colour other than black. For example, at
Section 15, the BC Miscellaneous Registrations Regulation,
BC Reg 81/2004, still says that documents “on a paper form
must be set out in a manner suitable for microfilming and
the information must be typewritten or machine printed in
black ink….” Microfilming is awfully rare these days, but
several provinces are notorious for promoting black ink to

cover that base. Many banks still seem hung up on black
ink too.
As long as black ink remains a statutory, regulatory, or
administrative law requirement, it must be respected, but
much of the legislation and regulatory authority for black
ink was repealed by most provinces in March 2013. So,
this requirement may become less common. Alberta is
progressive in this area. It has permitted use of any ink
colour for many years.
As a general rule, e-signatures, and mechanical or rubber
stamp facsimile signatures in any host of festive colours
are legally acceptable for most agreements, assignments,
transfers, conveyances, notices (including Notices of
Assignment), changes of operator, consent requests, and
cover letters. How and when “e” and facsimile forms of
signature are used is a matter of internal corporate policy.
Rejecting documents received from other parties that have
chosen to use “e” or facsimile signatures is generally not
supported at law.

n

A CAPLA member since 1997, Tracey Stock has more than
30 years of experience in the energy sector. He is currently
serving as Treasurer on CAPLA’s Board of Directors.

Here’s how we do it:

Scott Land & Lease
is The Industry’s
Top Land Company

It comes down to trust, experience, and
execution. Clients with projects of all sizes
and complexity trust Scott Land & Lease
because we offer:
• The largest, most experienced team
of land professionals in the industry
• Guaranteed quality work
• Competitive rates
Scott Land & Lease has acquired more
freehold minerals, crown leases, wellsites
and right of way in Western Canada than
any other land company over the past two
decades. Contact us to learn more about
the value of Scott Land & Lease to you
and your company.

www.scottland.ca
Calgary • Edmonton • Lloydminster
Regina • Grande Prairie • Fort St. John
Calgary (Head Office) 900, 202 – 6 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R9
Phone: 403- 261-1000
Toll free: 1-800-661-1618
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Article
CAPL Operating Procedure Term Clause:
Throw Out Your Dead?
by Jim MacLean, Manager, Mineral Land Asset Management, Talisman Energy

O

ne of the scenes I remember from Monty Python
and the Holy Grail is the one in which a cart is being
pulled around a village by a man who is urging the villagers
to “throw out your dead.” One of the villagers carries an
elderly gentleman to the cart, but he is quite insistent that
“I’m not dead yet,” a response that is very inconvenient for
the other two characters in the scene.

industry’s awareness of the issue in the context of the
erroneous assumption typically made about the time when
an agreement terminates and some of the major potential
consequences that flow from that. The second article will
address the issue in the context of assignment processes for
agreements that were regarded as terminated with respect
to all or a portion of the obligations existing thereunder.

And what exactly might that scene have to do with an article
about the Term clause of the CAPL Operating Procedure
you might ask?

Status of Agreements with Wells, But No Active
Mineral Rights

Put simply, it is a fun way to cause us to question the manner
in which we have typically managed our records and
documents after all P&NG rights subject to an agreement
are no longer subject to it.
This is the first of two articles about the issues potentially
resulting from a premature termination of agreements and
their related rights and obligations in a party’s records.
This article is designed primarily to increase significantly

It is a very common practice for mineral personnel to
identify the physical agreement file as terminated and
to update their electronic records to reflect a terminated
status for an agreement once all of the joint lands most
recently subject to it expire or are otherwise no longer held
thereunder.
It is natural to look at an agreement through a mineralfocused lens. However, the assumption that the presence
or absence of P&NG rights is determinative of whether an
agreement is alive or terminated is not correct if a well
remains subject to that agreement.
Assuming for purposes of illustration that all wells under a
particular agreement were drilled for the joint account, those
wells and the associated surface rights remain held collectively
by the parties under that agreement as joint property. One
of the consequences of this is that those parties would share
all associated benefits and obligations in proportion to their
respective working interests until at least such time as the
applicable reclamation certificates have been obtained.

HMA Land Services is now RPS HMA.
At RPS HMA we place significant value on
developing and maintaining excellent
relationships with our clients and industry
partners. Our team is dedicated to providing
the same level of professional service,
reliability and expertise that our clients have
come to expect from us.
Pipeline  Exploration & Production ( E&P)  Telecom  Power

Toll Free (866) 412-5263

www.hmaland.com | www.rpsgroup.com
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Any conclusion to the contrary is not actually supported by
any version of the CAPL Operating Procedure.
The Term Clause of the 1974 and 1981 CAPL Operating
Procedures (Clause 2801), for example, stated that the
Operating Procedure would terminate when the joint lands
are no longer owned jointly by two or more parties “or at
that later date upon which (joint ownership continuing) all
documents of title (and all renewals and extensions thereof)
to the joint lands have terminated and all wells on the joint
lands have been plugged and abandoned, all equipment
thereon salvaged, and final settlement of accounts has been
made among the parties.” Other than for a slight drafting
difference in the last phrase, Clause 3001 of the 1971 CAPL
Operating Procedure used the same construction.
While there is no definition of “abandonment” in those
Operating Procedures, there could not actually be any final

settlement of accounts thereunder until at least such time
as any outstanding field and reclamation activity respecting
all applicable wells has been completed.
Clause 2901 of the 1990 CAPL Operating Procedure took
this one step further. That document added a definition
of “abandonment” that included an obligation for surface
restoration. More importantly, the Term clause was
modified so that the 1990 document remained in effect
for an extra six years after that date with respect to such
matters as liability and indemnity. That Clause stated:
TO CONTINUE DURING ANY JOINT OWNERSHIP -Subject to Clause 1803, this Operating Procedure shall
terminate when no portion of the joint lands and no
production facility is owned jointly by two or more
parties or at that later date upon which, joint ownership
continuing, all title documents have terminated, all wells
on the joint lands have been abandoned, all equipment
relating thereto salvaged and a final settlement of
accounts has been made among the parties, provided that
those provisions relating to audit, liability, indemnity,
disposal and salvage of material and enforcement on
default shall survive for six (6) years thereafter.
The corresponding provision of the 2007 CAPL Operating
Procedure (Clause 1.14) quoted below offers much greater
clarity on the scope of continued obligations that I believe
reflects user expectations.
This Operating Procedure will remain in full force and
effect so long as any portion of the Joint Lands or any
Production Facility is owned jointly by two or more
Parties and for as long thereafter as may be necessary
to: (i) Abandon all wells on the Joint Lands and all
Production Facilities: (ii) salvage all equipment
relating thereto; and (iii) complete a final settlement
of accounts among the Parties, whichever last occurs.
However:
(a)

(b)

the confidentiality obligations prescribed
by Article 18.00 will continue to apply to
information obtained under this Agreement
until that information is no longer subject to
those confidentiality obligations; and
those provisions related in whole or in part to
audit, liability, indemnity, disposal and salvage
of material, Abandonment, responsibility for
Environmental Liabilities and enforcement on
default will survive after that prescribed time,
insofar as is applicable, for such longer time as
the Operator (or any other Party) has rights or
obligations with respect to the applicable matter
under the Regulations.

Termination of this Operating Procedure will not
prejudice a Party’s accrued rights and obligations.
The net effect is that the practice of “terminating” files promptly
after all of the mineral rights have expired is inconsistent
with the Term Clauses of all versions of the CAPL Operating

Procedure. Each version of the document is clear that the
Operating Procedure continues to remain in effect through at
least the abandonment of any outstanding wells, the receipt
of the applicable reclamation certificates and any associated
final settlement of accounts among the parties. There cannot
be any final settlement of accounts until at least completion of
the reclamation process and payment of the associated costs
and expenses. One might also attempt to argue that there
cannot actually be any final settlement of accounts in any
event until expiry of the audit period pertaining to the most
recent financial transactions under that agreement.

Consequences of Terminating an Agreement
with Outstanding Obligations
There are four major potential negative consequences that
could flow from termination of an agreement in a party’s
records based on the assumption that further joint rights
and obligations cease once no P&NG rights remain subject
to that agreement.
The first is that the applicable parties will typically forget that
there are rights and obligations that may need to be assigned
when there are interest changes through such events as
corporate reorganizations, M&A activity and divestitures
in which a purchaser acquires all of the disposing party’s
interests within a prescribed “white map” area. To a large
degree, the problem is a natural result of a focus on the
scheduled mineral rights at the time of a pending transaction
that may often see wells in the immediate area that are not
attached to live mineral rights ignored in the review process.
The second is that premature termination of an agreement
in the Operator’s records potentially makes it significantly
more difficult to manage its interface with the NonOperators for charges owing by them for surface rights
and work required to satisfy outstanding obligations to
abandon a well and to obtain a reclamation certificate. The
Operator’s terminated records, for example, would not
have been updated for mass changes respecting intervening
corporate reorganizations and M&A activity.
The third is that receipt of the Operator’s JV invoices for
associated surface rentals or outstanding field activity and
reclamation often results in delays in payment and billing
disputes, as the Non-Operators do not readily understand
the legitimacy of the charges. This is particularly the case if
those invoices are issued several years after the agreement
was terminated in the records of the receiving party or
the Operator had previously disposed of all of its mineral
rights then held thereunder.
The fourth is the challenge in trying to allocate responsibility
for the applicable costs in circumstances in which problems
with a well are discovered and are being addressed years
after a reclamation certificate had been received for a well.
The issues associated with retained surface and
environmental obligations relating to an agreement that
parties assume has been terminated are complex. There is a
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wide spectrum of potential approaches that might be taken,
and some, frankly, would see solutions that are potentially
worse than what, on a statistical basis, is the actual problem.
The problem might best be put in context by looking at
it from three different perspectives: (i) the handling for
operated wells for which there is no reclamation certificate;
(ii) the handling for non-operated wells for which there is
no reclamation certificate; and (iii) the handling for wells
for which there is a reclamation certificate, but remedial
action is now required to address subsequently identified
problems.
To simplify the presentation of the issue for the purpose of
this article, this review ignores divestiture activity that may
or may not actually impact all of the rights and obligations
subject to a particular agreement and any segregation
issues, to focus instead on the narrow circumstance in
which all common interest mineral rights have expired.

Operated Wells without a Reclamation
Certificate
What steps might an Operator take when it discovers that
there are no longer any active mineral rights held under an
agreement due to expiry of all of the related mineral rights?
The first would be for the Operator’s mineral personnel to
determine if there were any wells subject to that agreement
that did not appear to be abandoned. They could then alert
the applicable operational and surface personnel about the
potential regulatory requirement to proceed to abandon
those wells and confirm if there were, in fact, outstanding
abandonment obligations.
The second would be to determine from the Operator’s
surface personnel the surface rights held for wells subject
to that agreement that remained active pending receipt of a
reclamation certificate. This would include wells that had been
abandoned that were still in the process of being reclaimed,

and, presumably, any new surface rights that had been
acquired to address problem wells for which a reclamation
certificate had previously been obtained. An Operator that
does not already link its surface rights to agreements might
modify its land records to link those live surface rights to the
agreement in some manner and vice versa, preferably in a
way in which surface personnel would notify the mineral
personnel as reclamation certificates were obtained over time.
An Operator would ideally also update the Non-Operators
periodically as reclamation certificates were obtained, but
this would require a much greater sense of urgency about the
issue than currently exists.
The third would be to contact the Non-Operators to alert them
to the degree to which there are residual obligations under
the agreement with respect to wells and the related surface
rights, notwithstanding that there were no longer any P&NG
rights subject to that agreement. It would be prudent for the
Operator to include in any such notification a reminder that
the agreement remains in effect until the final settlement of
accounts in due course and that the agreement should not
be terminated in the recipients’ records until such time as the
remedial field work has been completed and there has been
a final settlement of accounts.
This would admittedly add some incremental work for
an Operator. It is likely that there would currently be a
concern by some Operators that the benefits of greater
clarity about residual field obligations might not outweigh
the cost of the effort required to be allocated to the task.
The incremental effort of sharing this information with
the Non-Operators would seem to be relatively modest,
though, if the Operator has already made the effort to
collect it for its own purposes.

Non-Operated Wells without a Reclamation
Certificate

Same great company,
Same great service,
Brand new look!
Since 1986, Pinnacle Consulting Services has supported the Oil & Gas industry with the placement of
over 400 professional consultants in:
•
•

Contract Analysis
Mineral Land

•
•

Acquisitions and Divestiture
Land Negotiations

•

Surface Land

•

Data / System Entry

•

Joint Venture Agreements

•

Administrative Assistance

in your Land Department. We will source the right talent to meet the needs of our clients.
If you are considering becoming a consultant, or you are in search of consultants for your upcoming
project or land department, please contact Pinnacle Consulting today!

www.pinnacleconsulting.ca
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What steps might a Non-Operator
take when it discovers that there
are no longer any active mineral
rights held under an agreement
due to expiry of all of the related
mineral rights?
This is a more complex situation
than for operated wells because
Non-Operators do not have a line of
sight to the surface rights held by the
Operator and the status of the related
reclamation activities and certificates. A
Non-Operator’s increased awareness
of the termination issue, though,
better positions it to maintain the
applicable agreements in its records
in ways that mitigate the potential for
issues to arise subsequently.
As was the case above, the first
step for a Non-Operator’s mineral
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personnel would be to determine if there were any
wells subject to that agreement that did not appear to be
abandoned. The Non-Operator should defer termination
of the agreement and add appropriate qualifications in its
land information system if it determined that there were any
wells that met that test.
Assuming that the Operator has not contacted the NonOperators to alert them about any residual obligations
for wells and surface rights and that the size of a NonOperator’s working interest/financial exposure warranted
the inquiry, a Non-Operator might also contact the Operator
to request the Operator to identify the extent of any
retained obligations for wells and surface rights for which
the Operator anticipates seeking ongoing contribution
from the Non-Operators.

Wells for which a Reclamation Certificate has
been Obtained
The environmental standards applied by industry with
respect to the operation and abandonment of older
wells and associated site reclamation were very different
from industry’s current practices and modern regulatory
standards. As a consequence, there will be an increasing
need to address problems that are discovered with respect
to older wells for which reclamation certificates had been
obtained many years previously.
Not surprisingly, many of these wells will have been drilled

under agreements that were regarded as terminated by all of
the parties years previously. In fact, many of those agreement
files will already have been destroyed.
The random nature of these occurrences for what will
typically be a small portion of a party’s historic well portfolio
is such that it is not feasible to create resource intensive frontend processes that apply to all wells in which a party has
historically been involved.
In practice, our only certainty is that we know that these types
of problems will inevitably emerge, that they can be very
expensive to remedy and that they will often require a material
allocation of resources to determine the responsibility for the
associated costs and to have the resultant communications
with third parties. The “whack a mole” problem for Operators
in particular, though, is that these problems could pop up
anywhere at any time.
To mitigate potential risk over time, the most prudent
practice for an Operator is to ensure that there is suitable
recognition of the linkage of the retained surface rights and
wells to an agreement in its land information system, to retain
scanned copies of its agreements and to have conservative
document retention practices for at least its dormant operated
agreements. These practices can also benefit Non-Operators,
although this is certainly a less critical issue to them.
The suggestion to implement conservative records retention
processes for electronic and physical records just reflects
the reality that agreements without live obligations actually
are not dead at all, but, instead, are in a state of suspension
from which they may or may not emerge at some point.

“I’m Not Dead Yet”

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR
PETROLEUM LAND
ADMINISTRATORS
SAIT Polytechnic is pleased to launch two online professional development
certificates:
· North American Land Administration - Surface
· North American Land Administration - Mineral
These online certificates provide timely professional development within
the surface, mineral and contract disciplines of land administration. Land
Administrators with 3-5 years of experience will be able to access specialized
training in various provinces - as a review of past training or as an introduction to
a province that is new to their area.
Courses will provide an excellent overview of land practices in the US or Manitoba,
an in-depth transition course into contract analysis
and detailed training in land practices in Alberta,
MACPHAIL SCHOOL OF ENERGY
British Columbia or Saskatchewan surface/mineral
land administration.
For more information call 403.284.8818 or
Email petroleum.land@sait.ca
SAIT Polytechnic wishes to congratulate
CAPLA on 20 amazing years as an asset to
land management.
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Notwithstanding the common belief that a land agreement
terminates at the point in time at which there are no longer
any P&NG rights that remain subject to that agreement,
that assumption is not supported by the Term clause of any
version of the CAPL Operating Procedure.
The existence of live obligations prior to the completion
of field work, the receipt of reclamation certificates and a
final settlement of accounts is such that agreements of that
type cannot be said by any stretch of the imagination to be
terminated.
The potential emergence of problems for wells held under
an agreement long after the receipt of a reclamation
certificate is such that those agreements are best regarded
as being in a state of suspension, rather than terminated,
such that they could emerge from that dormant, “sleeping”
state at any time.
Taken to its logical conclusion, the perspective that those
agreements are terminated would dictate that the NonOperators and their successors would have no responsibility
for any costs required to be incurred by the Operator (or
its successor) for problems that are discovered well after
the fact for old wells. This, of course, is totally inconsistent
with the foundation principle of an Operating Procedure

that an Operator should not suffer a loss or make a gain
relative to the collective parties as a result of being the
Operator.
The importance of environmental issues to our citizens,
to our regulators and to our industry is such that it is
clear that our industry will be held to a higher standard
for environmental performance than had been the case
in the past. It follows naturally from this that significant
expenditures will be made by Operators to bring a well
site to a condition that allows a reclamation certificate to
be obtained and that regulators will be increasingly vigilant
in requiring Operators to address newly discovered
problems on old sites for which reclamation certificates
had previously been obtained.
Both Operators and Non-Operators can mitigate potential
problems by being more aware of the issue, by modifying
the way in which they manage agreements without P&NG
rights in their electronic records and in other internal
physical records retention processes and, as will be seen in
the next article on this topic, by being much more aware of
the issue when preparing transfer documentation.
My hope is that these articles will increase awareness about
the manner in which the Term provisions of the CAPL
Operating Procedure apply and the process changes that
should be made as a consequence.
As this is an issue that our companies individually need to
consider and address, it is an ideal topic for an industry
dialogue to share perspectives on specific approaches that
might be taken to mitigate the potential impact of the issue,
including the use of functionality already available to us in
our land information systems.
So the next time someone responsible for records retention
processes invites you to “throw out your dead,” perhaps
pause and remind yourself that if a sleeping agreement
could talk, it would be quite insistent that “I’m not dead
yet.”

n

Jim MacLean, a long-time member of CAPLA’s Advisory
Council, is featured in this issue of NEXUS as a Legacy Leader
(Page 21).

THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS
DISCOUNTS OF UP TO

25

%

ON YOUR AUTO

INSURANCE

Members of CAPLA could save on insurance with BrokerLink. For starters, you
could get a 15% discount just for being a CAPLA member and save another
10% by bundling home and auto policies together.

To learn more, or to see if you qualify for preferred discounts, call:

1.855.771.9438
brokerlink.ca

NOW BOOKING CHRISTMAS 2013
TEAM BUILDING | STAFF SOCIALS
CLIENT APPRECIATION | CORPORATE BUYOUTS
CHRISTMAS PARTIES | STAMPEDE PARTIES

Visit thelibertine.ca for more information!
223- 8th Avenue S.W. | Calgary, AB | 403.265.3665

Subject to policy conditions and exclusions. Insurance products provided by Novex Group Insurance. Services available in Alberta through Canada Brokerlink Inc. ™ BrokerLink is a trademark of Canada Brokerlink Inc. ©
Copyright 2013 Canada Brokerlink Inc. All rights reserved. Certain conditions apply to all discounts.
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Nourish
Working Out at the Barre New Fitness Trend
Is this the right fit for me?
Marlo says that each hour-long class
includes a full-body, high-energy, lowimpact workout that will leave you
feeling incredible. Toned thighs, a lifted
seat, flat abs, and increased fat-burning
and flexibility, as well as improved
posture, are just some of the benefits of
barre fitness.
“Many fanatics of barre say it has
completely transformed their bodies.
Barre is also a low-impact workout,
making it safe for almost anyone.”

n

Over the past ten years, Pilates, yoga, and dance have
become mainstream and easily-accessible fitness choices.
Together, they offer a combination unlike any other
group fitness class.
Barre workouts give fitness enthusiasts a new and
exciting challenge by combining the best of these three
styles into one class. Barre workouts have developed a
strong following across North America in recent years
and are known for creating long, lean dancer bodies.

Barre Body Studio, located in the
Ramsay Design Building, 1202 20
Ave SE, Calgary, is a boutique fitness
studio offering barre (aka bar) inspired
workouts. The studio offers 45 classes per
week with four different class styles to choose from. Find
out more at www.barrebodystudio.com.

NEVER THROW

ANYTHING OUT?

What is a barre workout?
A barre class is a full body workout which is paired with
heart bumping music in a motivating environment.
“The work that we do in the studio is based around
a wall-mounted ballet barre, yet is very much fitness
inspired,” said Marlo Brausse, founder of Calgary’s Barre
Body Studio.
“Our classes target the arms, glutes, legs and abdominal
areas. Regular practice (three to five times a week) can
increase muscle density, decrease body fat, improve
flexibility and posture, and rev up the metabolism.”
Marlo said each hour-long class is a blend of strength training
using body weight or light hand weights, interval cardio and
lots of stretching. Barre workouts focus on flexibility and
longevity while working with “teeny tiny” movements.
“In class we spend several minutes holding and working
tiny pulses until our muscles not only burn but also
shake with fatigue,” Marlo said. “Each muscle group is
stretched immediately after it is worked, which promotes
longer, leaner muscles and faster recovery.”
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THAT COULD BE A GOOD THING. If you
have information from former CAPLA
committees such as volunteer member
lists or other documents that may help
complete our records, the Volunteer
Records Committee wants to hear from
you. Please contact Liz Slator at
liz@caplacanada.org.

CAPLA
GLOSSARY OF LAND TERMS
ABANDONED WELL

AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE (AFE)

A well that is not in use as it was originally a dry hole or has ceased
to produce.

An estimate of funds required for a specific project, such as the
drilling of a well. Approval by all working interest owners is required
before work is undertaken. Usually sent out by the operator.

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE
The addresses of the parties to an agreement where all parties are to
look to with respect to notices and other communications.

ADMINISTRATOR

BENEFICIARY
The person or persons who have the beneficial enjoyment of property
from which an Executor, Administrator or Trustee has the legal or
nominal possession of title.

An administrator is appointed by the court either where the deceased
dies intestate or where an executor is appointed and is unwilling or
unable to act.

BONUS OR CONSIDERATION

ADVERSE EFFECT

CAVEAT

Compensation for the nuisance, loss or inconvenience caused by
a wellsite or access road on the land. This forms part of the initial
consideration payment paid under a surface lease.

A document filed against a Certificate of Title claiming an interest in
property covered under the title, such as a mortgage, easement, lien,
lease, etc. A warning of caution that there are persons other than the
registered land owner with an interest in the lands.

AFFIDAVIT
A statement reduced to writing and sworn or affirmed before someone
who is authorized to administer an oath, such as a Commissioner for
Oaths.

ALBERTA ENERGY AND UTILITIES BOARD (AEUB)
A government agency responsible for issuing drilling licences,
spacing orders and establishing good production practices in the field
(Guides 56, 60, 69, etc.). http://www.eub.gov.ab.ca

ANNUAL RENTAL

Refers to a portion of the amount of money paid by a Lessee to
acquire an interest in land.

CAVEAT EMPTOR
Latin phrase meaning ‘let the buyer beware’.

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
A title document evidencing a holder’s interest in the land or real
property registered at a Land Titles Office.

CERTIFIED COPY

The monetary amount agreed upon for the right to use real estate. Is
usually paid on an annual basis.

A copy made from records in a Land Title’s Office certified by the
Registrar as being an exact copy of the paper on file or of record. This
copy has a certification stamp on it that has been initialled.

AREA OF MUTUAL INTEREST (AMI)

CHAIN OF TITLE

A boundary established around specific lands, by two or more parties,
who agree that should any one of them acquire an interest in lands within
that boundary, the remaining parties shall have the right to acquire an
interest in those lands. These typically have a term of one year.

Recorded transfers in title from patent to present ownership also
referred to as a historical search.

CLOSING

ASSIGNEE

The time at which a transaction is finally consummated, as when the
seller conveys title and the buyer pays the purchase price.

The party that is receiving the assigned interest.

COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS

ASSIGNMENT
A document outlining the transfer of interest between various parties.

An individual empowered by statute to administer oaths and take and
receive affidavits for use within the jurisdiction of their appointment.

ASSIGNMENT & NOVATION AGREEMENT (A&N)

COMMON TARGET AREA

An agreement between two or more parties where a party (Assignor)
assigns all or a portion of its interest, rights and obligations under
an agreement to another party (Assignee). The remaining parties
(commonly referred to as ‘third parties’) agree to recognize the Assignee
in place of the Assignor and are required to execute the A&N Agreement.

Where oil and gas targets overlap. Many companies prefer to drill in the
common target area if there is a chance to encounter both oil and gas.

ASSIGNOR

COMPENSATORY ROYALTY
A royalty that is paid to fulfill an offset obligation. This is in place of
drilling and is calculated on the royalties being paid from the well
creating the offset.

The party that is transferring or assigning their interest.

COMPLETED WELL

ASSURANCE FUND

A well on which drilling and completion operations have been
completed. A well capable of producing.

A fund set up to compensate any person who is deprived of land
because of the operation of the Land Titles Office.

COMPRESSOR STATION
A facility which monitors and compresses gas to help it flow thru a
pipeline from one location to the next.
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CONTINUATION APPLICATION
Where the Lessee of a Crown Lease requests that those lands be
continued beyond the expiry date of the lease by virtue of a producing
well or based on technical information supplied (i.e.: offsetting well
information, seismic data, geological interpretation, etc.)

CONTRACT

developed and reclaimed in an environmentally sound manner.
The Act requires operators to employ effective conservation and
reclamation measures. These measures ensure that the disturbed land
is reclaimed to meet the goal of equivalent land capability. http://
www.qp.alberta.ca/documents/Acts/E12.pdf

ERCB

Written agreements that can be enforced by law, listing the terms
under which the acts required are to be performed.

A government agency responsible for issuing drilling licenses,
spacing orders, and establishing good production practices in the
field (Directives 56, 60, 69, etc.) http://www.ercb.ca

CONVEYANCE

EXECUTOR/TRIX

The transfer of title to land from one person to another. The means
or medium (documentation) by which legal title to real property is
transferred.

A party named in a probated Will to carry out the provisions of that
Will, including the disposition of real property.

CROWN LANDS
Lands that are held (owned) by the Crown or government, either a
provincial or federal governing body.

DAMAGES
Compensation paid to the surface landowner for actual or potential
damage to the surface and crops in the drilling, construction and/or
operation of a well/pipeline.

DEEP RIGHTS REVERSION
A provision in some Crown leases and some freehold leases requiring
surrender of interest in the P&NG rights below the base of the deepest
zone or formations deemed capable of production.

DEFAULT
Failure to fulfill a duty, promise or obligation as required under a
lease or contract. An omission of failure to perform a required act.

DELAY RENTAL

EXPIRY
That point in time when lands held under a title document or
agreement reaches the end of their term.

EXPLORATORY WELL
A well drilled either in search of new (undiscovered) reserves or to
extend the limits of a known pool. May also be known as a ‘wild cat’
well. These types of wells usually involve a high degree of risk.

FARMEE
A party who is given or takes a Farmout.

FARMOR
A party who grants a Farmout.

FARMOUT AGREEMENT (F/O)
A contract between two or more parties where one party agrees to
perform work, usually on the other party’s land holdings, in exchange
for an interest in those land holdings.

A sum of money payable to the Lessor of a mineral lease by the
Lessee for the privilege of deferring the commencement of drilling
operations and keeping the lease valid.

FEE SIMPLE

DEVELOPMENT WELL

FREEHOLD LANDS

A well drilled in a proven territory in a field to complete a pattern of
production.

Lands that are held (owned) privately, by an individual or company
(as opposed to held by the government).

DOWER

GRANTEE

With respect to real property, the right of one spouse to a life
estate in the homestead and the right to withhold disposition of the
homestead. These rights only occur if the spouse is not registered on
the Certificate of Title.

A person to whom the property is conveyed. Also, a party receiving
a royalty.

DRILLING SPACING UNIT

The highest estate or right of ownership of real property.

GRANTOR
A person who conveys the use of property. Also, a party granting a
royalty.

The minimum or maximum land area required by regulation in order
to drill/produce a well. In Alberta, standard spacing for oil is 160
acres (64 ha) and for gas is 640 acres (256 ha). These units can be
reduced upon application to the ERCB.

GROSS ROYALTY

EASEMENT

HOMESTEAD

A right acquired by one party from another party permitting use of
the other’s land without profit.

As per the Dower Act, a parcel of land on which the dwelling house
occupied by the landowner as his/her primary residence is situated.
Consists of not more than four adjoining lots in one city block or 1/4
section of land, sometimes referred to as the ‘home quarter’.

ENTRY FEE
Payment required by the Surface Rights Act in Alberta whereby a $500.00/
acre payment (minimum $250.00 & maximum $5,000.00) is made to the
surface owner prior to entering his/her property to begin construction.
This payment is not part of the initial consideration payment.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT
ACT (EPEA)
Under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPEA),
the Department protects Alberta’s land resource base by ensuring
that land used for specified industrial activities (specified land) is
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A share of production that is free of all costs and is calculated at the
wellhead. Also known as a Gross Overriding Royalty.

IN TESTATE
Reference to the estate of a person who has died without leaving a
Will.

INTEREST
Same as a ‘Caveat’ but refers to Land Titles in Saskatchewan.

JOINT OPERATING AGREEMENT

OCCUPANT

A contract agreed to between two or more parties which identifies
each party’s interest percentage, appoints an Operator and states
how maintenance and future operations will be conducted on the
jointly held lands pursuant to the that contract.

A person, other than the registered owner, who is in actual possession
of the land.

JOINT TENANTS
Ownership of land by two or more parties whereby upon the death
of one, the survivor(s) take the whole estate. Right of survivorship.

An obligation in some leases that requires the holder of the mineral
rights, by virtue of the terms of lease, to drill or take some other
action on lands that offset acreage found to be productive. The Lessor
usually issues this obligation.

LAND OWNER

OPERATIONS NOTICE

Usually synonymous with Surface Owner.

An operation proposed by a party in writing (usually the Operator)
pursuant to an operating agreement to participate or not in the joint
operation. The notice has a date in which responses must be received.

LAND TITLES OFFICE (LTO)
A government office where legal documents relating to land
ownership and its encumbrances are registered and maintained. The
majority of these relate to Freehold rather than Crown land.

LANDMAN
The individual who negotiates mineral or surface leases with mineral
or surface land owner(s), cures title defects and negotiates with other
companies on agreements concerning the lease.

LEASE

OFFSET OBLIGATION

OPERATOR
The party that is appointed or designated ‘in charge’ under the terms
of a contract. The other parties look to the Operator for performance
of certain obligations. Usually operates the wells drilled under the
agreement and issues and develops plays related to the lands under
the contract.

OPTION AGREEMENT

An agreement between two or more parties, where the owner of the
land grants another party the right to drill and produce petroleum
substances and provide for payment of compensation for that right.

Similar to a Farmout except a party must perform some operation
with no earning provision; however, is subsequently given a right to
perform a second operation in order to earn an interest. (i.e.: seismic
option - run seismic, then drill well to earn.)

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

OPTIONEE

A statement containing a designation by which land is identified
according to a system set out by law.

A party who is given or takes an Option.

LESSEE
A party who is granted or takes the lease.

LESSOR
A party who owns the land and/or minerals rights and grants a lease

LESSOR ROYALTY
A share of production reserved by the Lessor of a mineral lease. The
Lessee usually sells the production and the proceeds paid to the
Lessor in cash.

LIFE ESTATE
An estate whereby an individual holds the exclusive right to possess
and use property during their lifetime but cannot devise or bequeath
the property.

OPTIONOR
A party who grants an Option.

PAYOUT
The point in time when all the costs associated with an operation are
recovered out of production from that operation. Usually associated
with the drilling and completion of a well.

POOLING
A combining of small or irregular tracks of land into a larger tract in
order to meet governmental regulations for drilling and producing a
well (drilling spacing units).

PRIMARY TERM
The initial period of a lease granted to develop the property, prior to
continuation.

METER STATION

PRODUCTION PENALTY

A facility which monitors and measures aspects of gas such as
quantity, quality and pressure going on or off a pipeline.

Owner of the rights and interests in a mineral estate and is entitled
to lease the same. Owns what is below the surface clays and marls.

Occurs when one or more of the working interest owners under an
agreement decline to participate in a joint operation. The party in
penalty does not receive any production/revenue from the well until
the participating parties recover the non-participating party’s share of
the operating costs plus an additional percentage as outlined in the
governing agreement for the well.

NET ROYALTY

PUMP STATION

A share of production that is not free of costs (i.e.: has deductions).

A facility that monitors and adjusts the through-put (pressure) to
pump oil along a pipeline from one location to the next.

MINERAL OWNER

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT (NOA)
A notice issued by two or more parties where a party (Assigner) assigns
all or a portion of its interest, rights and obligations under an agreement
to another party (Assignee). The remaining parties, commonly referred
to as ‘third parties’, are required to accept such assignment and do not
execute the agreement. All parties to the operating agreement must
have signed the ‘Industry Agreement’ prior to the operating agreement
date or the ‘Industry Agreement’ in order for a NOA to be used must
previously have amended the original contract.

QUIT CLAIM
Document or notice under an agreement that relinquishes to other
parties any rights or interests that a party may have in a property. No
monetary compensation is involved.

REAL PROPERTY
Refers to the ownership of real estate.
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RECLAMATION

TARGET AREA

Restoration of land disturbed by man or nature to a state consistent
with its original use.

Area designation by the ERCB within a spacing unit in which a well
must penetrate the producing oil/gas zone. If it penetrates outside the
target area, a penalty is assessed on production.

RECLAMATION CERTIFICATE
A certificate issued by the Environmental Protection and Enhancement
Act certifying that land has been satisfactorily reclaimed.

RECLAMATION ORDER
An order issued under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement
Act directing work to be done (i.e.: destroying weeds).

RENTAL REVIEW
A Lessee is required, under the Surface Rights Act, to review the annual
rental being paid to the Lessor on a regular basis. In Alberta, this is
every five (5) years and in Saskatchewan it is every three (3) years. A
review does not automatically mean an increase in the rental amount.

RENTAL REVIEW NOTICE
The Lessee is required, under the Surface Rights Act, to send notice to the
Lessor one (1) year prior to each rental review date advising the Lessor that
he/she has the right to have his/her rental reviewed the following year.
This notice portion of the rental review is not required in Saskatchewan.

RIGHT OF ENTRY ORDER
An order of the Surface Rights Board, under the Surface Rights Act,
granting an operator access to and use of certain portions of the
surface of the land for operations involving drilling/production of oil
& gas and construction of pipelines.

RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL (ROFR)
When applicable, a party who wishes to dispose of its interest in
lands under an agreement, it must first offer the interest its partners
before offering the interest to an outside party or accepting offers
from outside parties. The governing/operating agreement will
indicate whether or a ROFR applies (clause 2601, 2401, or 24.01 in
CAPL Operating Procedure).

ROYALTY
A share of production that is almost always free of all costs is calculated
at the wellhead and is known as a ‘gross royalty’. If deductions are
permitted on certain costs, the royalty is then referred to as ‘net’. The
royalty owner usually has the right to take their proceeds ‘in kind’.

SHALLOW RIGHTS REVERSION
A provision in some Crown leases and some freehold leases requiring
surrender of interest in the P&NG rights above the top of the
shallowest productive zone. This may be in addition to the existing
deeper rights reversion. Rights between the top of the shallowest
productive zone and the base of the deepest productive zone remain
in the agreement at continuation.

SHUT-IN ROYALTY
A clause in a Freehold Mineral Lease specifying that payments must be
made on a well capable of producing but has been shut-in. Payments
are made in lieu of a royalty payment. Default in the payment could
result in a loss of the mineral lease.

SHUT-IN WELL
To close the valves on a well so that it stops producing. Usually shutin for lack of market or pending connection to a pipeline.

SURFACE OWNER
Owner of the rights and interests in a surface estate and is entitled to
lease the same. Owns the ‘surface’ of the land.
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TENANTS IN COMMON
Each party owns a portion of the land in the same way that partners
own a partnership. Each tenant can individually sell or assign its
interest. Upon the death of a tenant, their share goes to their estate
and can be sold, etc.

TITLE PRESERVING
An independent operation may be proposed in order to maintain the
title document or lease by drilling a well. Failure to participate results
in forfeiture of the non-participant’s interest in any lands maintained
as a result of the operation.

TRUST AGREEMENT
A right to hold interest by one party for the benefit of another party.
Usually involves an unrecognized party on lease documents.

UNDIVIDED INTEREST
An ownership right to use and possession of a property that is shared
among co-owners, with no one co-owner having exclusive rights to
any portion of the property.

UNITIZATION
The combining of leased tracts on a reservoir wide scale so that
many tracts of land can be developed in a more efficient manner.
Negotiating tract entitlement can be a difficult task if a number of
participants are involved.

WITHHOLDING TAX
Percentage of monies withheld from a non-resident of Canada,
which is then sent to Revenue Canada. Different agreements exist
between jurisdictions that dictate the details of the amount of tax to
be withheld.

WORKING INTEREST
The working interest is the right granted to the Lessee of a property to
explore for, produce and own oil, gas or other minerals. The owner(s)
of the working interest is/are permitted to make decisions affecting
their percentage of interest, is obligated to pay all drilling and
operating costs and is entitled to revenue based on their percentage.

CAPLA’s Glossary of Land Terms is a work-in-progress. If
you would like to add a term or definition, e-mail your
suggestion to office@caplacanada.org. We will update the
website copy for your future reference.

Legacy Leaders
Legacy Leaders: Jim MacLean
Jim MacLean is Manager of Mineral Land
Asset Management at Talisman Energy
and a long-time member of CAPLA’s
Advisory Council. Although best known
for his work on the CAPL Operating
Procedure and the CAPL Farmout &
Royalty Procedure, his involvement in
regulatory enhancement initiatives and
his instruction of a number of industry
courses, he also has a strong interest in
personal development and leadership. We are pleased to
present Jim as our second Legacy Leader in a new NEXUS
series honouring our long-time volunteers.

DESCRIBE YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY.

I concluded that it was not the CAPL Operating Procedure
or any of the other major industry projects in which it has
been my privilege to have been involved. Instead, it was
the opportunity, as a mentor, as a teacher and as a leader,
to have a significant positive impact on the careers and, to
some degree, the lives of those around me.
I’ve taken the question to a different level by reminding
myself and my leaders routinely that we have the
opportunity in our roles “to change lives” through even a
45 minute interface—a frame that makes our responsibility
in this area more real and much more rewarding.

WHAT MYTHS WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISPEL
ABOUT LEADERSHIP?

My own journey has basically been in three stages. The first
was in demonstrating leadership attributes in my normal
day-to-day duties and industry projects by applying a mix
of technical skill, persuasion, initiative, collaboration and
hard work to deliver the desired results. The second was
to be moved into a position of formal leadership by my
employer, primarily because of my technical knowledge.
This saw me gravitate most naturally to the technical
oversight aspects of the role because they were the most
comfortable for me, without appreciating fully how much
more time I should have been spending on the people side
of the role. The third stage has been a continuous journey
in which I have learned to take a more balanced approach
and embrace actively the opportunity to influence in
significant ways the careers of those who entrust their
development to me.

I’d offer three. The first is that there is a common belief
that someone is a leader by virtue of having been moved
into a position of formal leadership. The reality, though, is
that the appointment is typically just a learner’s permit—
something that’s important for both new leaders and their
work groups to understand. My experience has been that
most leaders actually only learn how to be leaders by
growing into the role. As a new leader, a prudent starting
point with respect to the leadership aspect of the role
(versus the more technical components) is the realization
and admission to self that “you don’t know what you don’t
know,” as this offers the greatest opportunity for discovery
and growth. We learn how to be much better leaders on
a continuous basis by realizing that we do not have all of
the answers and by being sufficiently self-aware to reflect
on our choices, to acknowledge our mistakes and to learn
from them.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR MOST IMPORTANT
LEADERSHIP “AHA” MOMENT.

The second is that there may be a sense that the willingness
to show vulnerability and to care about who those
around us are as people is a sign of weakness. I would
suggest, on the other hand, that it is actually the greatest
sign of strength because it requires mutual trust and the
assumption of risk. Care must be taken, though, to ensure
that the leader always remains focused on doing the right
thing, as expediency and a desire to remain popular might
otherwise unduly colour decisions.

There were actually two. The first was the receipt of
very unfavourable upward feedback data about 15 years
ago. That exercise opened my eyes about the degree to
which the major demands from the technical oversight
and contributor aspects of my role had seen me failing to
offer the level of leadership that was expected by many of
those for whom I was responsible. This taught me some
very valuable life lessons about self-awareness and dealing
with adversity. It also caused me to make some significant
adjustments at the time that I was subsequently able to
build upon much more fully in my consulting practice and
my current leadership role.
The second was when reading Lance Secretan’s book
Inspire! What Great Leaders Do several years ago. He
asked the question, “What will my legacy be?” This simple
question made me reflect on the legacy I wanted for myself.

The third is the common belief that leadership is about
management of tasks and processes. There are major
differences between management and leadership that
are beyond the scope of this article. The more modern
perspective about leadership, though, is that it is about
bringing out the best in the people around you to achieve
or exceed the desired outcomes. Put simply, it’s not about
the leader, it’s about the team. If you set a good direction
and look after the team well, the rest will typically fall into
place naturally.
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CAPLA
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT
OF LEADERSHIP?
Personal integrity. If you consistently conduct yourself in a
way in which you are perceived to be trying to do the right
thing in the right way, people who may disagree with a
particular decision will be more likely to accept it because
they respect you. Leadership actually becomes much
simpler once you understand and accept that not everyone
is going to be happy all of the time.

PLEASE SHARE YOUR WORDS OF WISDOM.
Be authentic. Invest time to get to know those around
you and to have them know you. Be approachable. Laugh
easily and often, and reflect on the messages you may be
sending if your constituents do not laugh with you. Be
forthcoming with your communication, notwithstanding
that the likelihood of a mistake increases the more that
you communicate. Be aware of the impact your work
group has on other groups and be able to express that
in ways that the other groups value. Become very selfaware and admit when you make a mistake as quickly
as possible.
Several years ago when putting together a presentation
on leadership, I found a quotation from President John
Quincy Adams that I read from time to time to remind me
of the standard towards which I should strive. It is: “If your
actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more, you are a leader.”

n

Members Join CAPLA
Certification Ranks
Congratulations to the following CAPLA members, who
have written their certification exams in contracts, surface
and mineral, and can now proudly claim their CPLCA,
CPSA and CPMA designations:

SPRING 2013
Darcy Biever, CPLCA
Carmen Brown, CPSA
Angela MacDonald, CPSA
Janice McCaskill, CPLCA
Deborah Rodtka, CPLCA (Deborah also received her CPMA
in Fall 2012)
Margaret Stafford, CPLCA
Cathy Tyssen, CPLCA
Debra D. Watson, CPMA (Debra also received her CPLCA
in Spring 2011)

FALL 2013
Linda Bourcier, CPLCA
Shawna Campbell, CPMA
Bonnie Cioni, CPLCA
Amy Kalmbach, CPLCA
Karen Middleton, CPLCA
Sabrina Oakey, CPLCA
Cari Williams, CPLCA
The next exam writing dates for minerals,
contract and surface are Saturday, April 12
and Saturday, May 24, 2014.
Study groups are great way to prepare for
the certification exams. Study groups for
the contracts exam have been planned
for April 9 and May 14 from 12:00 - 1:00
pm at Lightstream Resources Ltd., 2800,
525 8th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta. For
more information, please contact Tim
Laws, CPLCA at tlaws@lightstreamres.com.
Surface study groups will be held April 3
and 10, and May 14 and 22, at noon in the
CAPLA board room.
More information about the certification
process is available at
http://www.
caplacanada.org/certification.aspx.

n
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Leadership
Finish this Year Stronger than You Started
By Lisa Holden Rovers, Leadership Coach and Trainer
“People have several times more potential for growth when
they invest energy in developing their strengths instead of
correcting their deficiencies.” Tom Rath
Think about that quote for a moment. Most people spend
their lives thinking they aren’t good enough and they need
to work on their weaknesses. They focus on how their
cup is half empty versus half full. As a leader, you have
a valuable opportunity to coach people and point them in
the direction of their strengths. When you do, the results
can be astounding.
Research conducted by Tom Rath indicates that people who
spend the majority of their day working in their strengths
zone are “six times as likely to be engaged in their jobs
and more than three times as likely to report having an
excellent quality of life in general.”
So how do you work in your strengths zone and help others
do the same? The first step is to identify your strengths and
determine how they play out in a workplace setting. When
leading others, it is also important to listen for and provide
feedback to team members on their strengths. Most people
take their natural strengths for granted because they come
so easy to them. They think “it’s no big deal” ... yet it is!

experience greater momentum that will drive you to look
for new things to let go of.
Your leadership challenge: Answer these three questions
and identify one task or activity to get off your plate this
month. Then pick 11 others and work on delegating
or systemizing one new task per month. By the end of
the year, you will be working more in your strengths
zone, experiencing greater satisfaction and increased
productivity. And, by delegating work to fit your team
members’ strength zones, you will experience an even
more engaged team!

n

As the Founder of Workplace Matters, Lisa Holden Rovers,
MSc, CHRP, PCC, is an internationally certified leadership
coach and trainer who helps small to mid-sized businesses
and non-profit organizations grow great leaders and build
collaborative teams. Find out more at workplacematters.ca.

So think about your own strengths for a moment. What do
you gravitate to? What would you do if you could do it all
day? What would that do for your clarity, confidence, and
capability? How can you create a plan to do only those
things?
A helpful approach to explore these questions is one that
John C. Maxwell suggests. He encourages leaders to live
their lives according to these three questions:
1. W
 hat is REQUIRED? Consider your roles and
responsibilities at work and at home. What tasks or
activities are required that must get done by you? List
each of these tasks and circle the ones that nobody
can or should do for you.
2. W
 hat gives you the greatest RETURN? Review the list
above and identify which tasks play to your strengths.
What tasks do you do effortlessly AND provide the
greatest return for your efforts? Highlight these.
3. W
 hat brings the greatest REWARD? From the items
highlighted in #2, which tasks do you enjoy the most
and find the most fulfilling? Circle these and further
develop your strengths in these areas. Create a plan to
delegate or systemize the rest.
Playing to your strengths and helping team members do
the same is an ongoing process. When you do it, you will

Work with a company that’s on your side and unlock
your true business potential.
Premier, Professional and High
Performance Land Staff.
Deadline Driven, Competent
and Capable Support.
Temporary or Permanent.

Contact Jaguar Land Today.
403-718-0525 jaguarland.ca
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Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteer Spotlight: Audrey Atkins
by Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member
There are such countless
things
to
experience
and value from being a
CAPLA volunteer that it is
difficult for Audrey Atkins
to single out one reason
why she continues to be a
proud CAPLA member and
volunteer with 19 years of
service.
“It is difficult at times
to see or describe the
intangible benefits that
being a member and a
volunteer can bring,” she
says. “In my opinion, they
are too many to count.”
Audrey joined CAPLA in 1995 as a student member while
attending the Land Administration Certificate Program at
SAIT, and became an active member after graduating. She
says it does not seem so long ago that she started working
in the industry, but perceptions about the position of land
administrator have changed and she believes that CAPLA
has played a part.
“The profession of asset management today is not what
it was even five years ago, and it continues to evolve,”
she says. “Anyone who worked in the industry prior to
CAPLA can attest that things were much different for land
administrators, and that CAPLA should get a great deal of
credit. I like how the association has elevated the profile
of the profession within the industry. There are many new
roles within the industry that have evolved since CAPLA
was first formed, giving many people clearer career paths
and greater opportunities. Administration (or land asset
management) has become a career path in its own right.”
Audrey also has a Bachelor of Education Degree and, prior
to her transition to the land asset management industry,
she worked as a teacher. Her background in education
influenced her decision in first volunteering to become
a member of CAPLA’s Education Committee. Eventually
she became the Education Director and a member of the
CAPLA Board of Directors, but remained with the Education
Committee for several years until she was elected CAPLA’s
President in 2004.
She was pleased by the board-level changes that resulted
from her tenure as CAPLA’s President. At the time of her
election, CAPLA still had an operational board and one of the
biggest challenges was recruitment. It was clear to her that a
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major change was required, so she began to implement the
process that would in time transform the board.
“Change management is a tricky thing to master, but I
saw the need was great so persistence was tantamount
to success,” she says. “I am so glad this momentum did
not stop, and that the changes continued to the current
day where the Board of Directors is truly an administrative
board and the association has a full-time and paid executive
director to manage the business end of the association.”
“Audrey has been a terrific resource for me, especially when
I was new to CAPLA,” recalls Cathy Miller, CAPLA’s Chief
Executive Officer. “I knew that if I had a question and asked
Audrey, I would get a terrific response with lots of detail.”
Aside from her time on the Education Committee and the
CAPLA board, Audrey has participated in many roundtable
and ad hoc committees relating to industry and government
initiatives and has also sat on CAPLA’s Surface Rights
Committee. Presently, she is a member of the Awards
Committee and Volunteer Records Committee.
Sherry Batke sits on the Awards Committee with Audrey, but
has known Audrey for several years outside of the committee.
She considers Audrey’s contributions as invaluable.
“Audrey exemplifies so much of what a CAPLA volunteer is,”
she says. “She listens for her opportunity to contribute what
she can (skills, encouragement, ideas and/or perspective),
then rolls up her sleeves and gets it done. I know I can ask
or test a thought on her and, bingo, she gives me the goods
to get a new perspective. So the value I realized and CAPLA
realized wasn’t necessarily just committee driven, as much
as just her being there for CAPLA members and volunteers
in a wholesome giving manner.”
Cathy works with Sherry and Audrey on the Awards
Committee, and agrees. “Audrey always brings a fresh
perspective to every committee that she works with. She
has a very keen attention to detail, and always has great
solutions to suggest.”
Audrey credits CAPLA with giving her a venue to obtain
knowledge and skill-sets for leadership that assisted her in
career development. However, she says that there is more
to CAPLA membership.
“The true benefit of membership doesn’t come from
the education discounts, networking opportunities,
professional development and certification, but in all of the
incalculable and intangible things,” she concludes. “Items
or ideas may be less obvious, but have much greater effects
in the bigger picture.”

n

Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteer Spotlight: Tiffany Fink
by Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member
Tiffany Fink thrives on
being a CAPLA volunteer
because it enables her to
stay informed while she
contributes her time and
energy towards events that
members will enjoy.
“Volunteering allows me
to be a part of something
outside the office, and
ensure that I’m aware of
what is going on (in the
industry),” she says. “I
find it really keeps me in
the loop and up to date
with what is happening
and what is new. It is also
a way to keep my company up to date with things.”
Currently a Contracts Analyst with Nexen Energy ULC,
Tiffany has been in the oil and gas industry since 2005.
She started working at Nexen in 2006 and became a CAPLA
member in September of that year after the company
encouraged its employees to join CAPLA.
Tiffany had enjoyed volunteering in the past for different
organizations such as Habitat for Humanity, Camp
Bonaventure and the Drop-In Centre, which made her
decide to become more involved with CAPLA. She joined the
Education Committee and helped organize the 2008 CAPLA
Conference, primarily dealing with the courses and instructors
and introducing them to the membership at the conference.
“I wanted to volunteer,” she says. “I wanted to gain practice at
public speaking, and I wanted to network and meet people.”
Her desire to connect with people led her to joining the
Events Committee in 2009.
“I really like volunteering with the Events Committee
because I love to give others an opportunity to have fun
and celebrate life with those they work with and with
people who have similar interests,” she says. “The Events
Committee allows me to be creative and plan fun events
which those I work with can enjoy.”

CAPLA’s events,” she says. “She is mindful of CAPLA’s
diverse membership and strives to ensure there are
networking and social opportunities throughout the year
that will appeal to each of our members.”
Cindy Ganong and Drew Dureault sit on the Events
Committee. They agree with Tamara.
“Tiffany is very organized and detail oriented,” says Cindy.
“Her follow through and follow up is always stellar.”
“You can see how dedicated she is to the Events Committee
as she hosts our meetings and commits a lot of her time to
this and the other volunteering she participates in,” says
Drew. “She is the backbone of the Events Committee. If we
didn’t have her, the committee wouldn’t be what it is. She
is a constant asset and an invaluable volunteer.”
“CAPLA is successful because of volunteers like Tiffany,”
adds Tamara. “She shines a bright light in our organization,
and I know her example will inspire others to do the same.”
Tamara also says that Tiffany was instrumental in building
a relationship between CAPLA and one of its sister
organizations, CAPPA (Canadian Association of Petroleum
Production Accounting). The relationship has provided
CAPLA with the opportunity to offer an increasingly
diverse series of event opportunities to its membership
and encouraged its members to network with other
professionals working in Calgary’s energy industry.
“These efforts have enriched our professional experiences,”
she says.
While it might sometimes be challenging being a volunteer
because of the time commitment involved, Tiffany believes
the biggest reward in being a CAPLA volunteer is making
friends and meeting people who can help her learn and
grow in her career.
“I love that CAPLA cares about education, networking and
events for its members,” she says. “I love that it brings all
different people with all different experiences together.”

n

She became Chair of the Events Committee in 2012, taking
the role over from Tamara Gale. Tamara says it was Tiffany’s
enthusiasm, determination and dedication in serving CAPLA’s
membership through the development of innovative and
dynamic events that first caught her attention.
“Tiffany is a natural leader. She is creative and has worked
hard over the past few years to breathe new life into
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Article
Alberta Energy Develops CMA Business Module
by Ramona Lofgren, Manager, Wells, Offsets and Freehold Mineral Tax, Tenure, Resource Revenue and Operations, Alberta Energy

This module went live on the ETS with the release of Tenure’s
Information Bulletin number IB 2013-05 on November 18,
2013. The communication of authorizations, applications
and approvals now transmitted through the ETS offers
more effective and complete applications coming into our
offices, as well as timely tracking and status updates to our
clients. Once created and submitted, a user will see status
updates as the applications move from the initial receipt
confirmation to the return of Tenure’s decision documents
to the submitter. We are pleased with the daily increase of
system users.
The ETS system has grown over the past few years,
beginning with Alberta Energy Tenure’s development of
Petroleum and Natural Gas Land Sales Posting and Bidding
modules, then Freehold Mineral Tax and most recently
CMA. CMA business coverage includes:
•	the authorization process between ETS account
holders
•	applications for operations on undisposed Crown
(open Crown) for the purposes of:
o observation wells
o disposal / injection wells
o water source wells
o	operating within a road allowance, under
Information Letter IL 2011-09
o	operations beyond the 15m overhole and/or coring,
under Information Letter IL 2012-06
o	linking well(s) to the respective mineral
agreement(s)
o re-entering a vested Crown well
•	CMA decision communications containing approval
and denial letters.
The addition of this module to the well-known and trusted
ETS system brings our once very manual CMA processes in
line with the use of readily available and updated technology.
For more information, visit the Alberta Energy web page
at: www.energy.alberta.ca/OurBusiness/tenure.asp. The
Information Bulletin (IB) 2013-05 is also available at: Alberta
Energy > Our Business > Tenure > Legislation Guidelines &
Policy > information Bulletins > 2013-05.

n
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KNOWLEDGE
PROVIDERS

MEET the

Alberta Energy has developed another business module
through the web-based Electronic Transfer System (ETS) –
the Crown Mineral Activity (CMA), formerly known as Well
Authorizations.

Knowledge Providers respond to inquiries and share their expertise
in order to support other CAPLA members. We are pleased to
introduce you to some of our dedicated Knowledge Bank
volunteers. (See a list of all the Knowledge Providers on CAPLA’s
website. Go to Resource Centre, log in, then visit the Knowledge
Bank -- People link on the left.)
COREENA MUISE
Surface Land Administrator
Encana Corporation
coreena.muise@encana.com
(403) 645-4761
Area of Speciality: BC Land Titles
Coreena has been working in North East BC in
Capital crown and freehold for the past four
years. She set up Encana’s PTT account in house for E-filing with
BC Land Titles and is the key contact for feedback and information sharing with BC Land Titles. She is a Commissioner for
Taking Affidavits for BC and is currently involved with their ASR
program which will allow commissioners to obtain juricert and
enable Encana to electronically sign the leases to submit for
registration.
MARIA ROSATI
Surface A&R Analyst, Contract
Cenovus Energy Inc.
maria.rosati@cenovus.com
(403) 766-2747
Area of Specialty: Reclamation
Over the past 14 years, Maria has gained
land-related experience in all phases of a well
site’s life cycle. She has personally applied for over 150 reclamation
certificates in her career. She welcomes inquiries from CAPLA
members about any aspect of the reclamation process. A graduate
of Mount Royal University’s petroleum land administration
certificate program, Maria is currently developing a new reclamation course for CAPLA.
RON VERMEULEN
VP Corporate Development
LandSolutions LP
ron@landsolutions.ca
(403) 290-8875
Area of Specialty: Alternative Energy, Wind
Energy Contracts
Ron has over 28 years of experience in land
acquisition and management. He held management positions in the
land departments of several exploration and production companies
prior to founding LandSolutions LP in 2000. An instructor and
presenter for the University of Calgary, Olds College and CAPL,
CAPLA and CANWEA (Canadian Wind Energy Association)
conferences, Ron can help with questions related to land acquisition and public involvement associated with wind, solar and
geothermal energy development.

CAPLA
Saskatchewan-Industry Petroleum Tenure
Advisory Committee
by Paul Mahnic, Director Petroleum Tenure Branch, Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy Sk-IPTAC Chairman
Formed in the fall of 2012, the Saskatchewan-Industry
Petroleum Tenure Advisory Committee (Sk-IPTAC) is
tasked with providing advice on policy and regulatory/
legislative matters related to Saskatchewan petroleum
tenure. Expectations include improved collaboration
between the oil and gas industry and the Ministry of the
Economy (ECON), alignment of Petroleum Tenure Branch
policies with industry’s needs, and increased opportunities
for knowledge gathering and communication between
advisory committee participants.

Background
The Petroleum Tenure Branch’s primary goal is the
advancement of oil and gas resource development through
increased exploration, development and investment
while ensuring a fair value for granting tenure is received
from industry. To meet this goal, the branch provides the
following services:

The committee includes industry representatives from
CAPP, EPAC, CAPLA, CAPL and SHOP (Saskatchewan
Headquartered Oil Producers). Committee members
represent a cross-section of larger and smaller organizations,
with both senior (>10 years’ experience) and junior (<10
years’ experience) staff from companies active in varying
geographic areas of the province.

•	the evaluation, marketing, sale and administration of
Crown petroleum and natural gas rights, including oil
sands and oil shale, and helium and associated gases
(including carbon dioxide);
•	enforcement of offset commitments and nonproducing well reviews, and generate and administer
addendum agreements;
•	providing mapping and geological evaluations for
clients within the division;

LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
GO TOGETHER LIKE
COMMON AND SENSE.
The experts in Land Acquisition offer Environmental Services as well.
Makes perfect sense to us. An A to Z solution that is far more efficient and
effective, making your life so much easier. For expert land management
and environmental services - call 1-866-834-0008 or visit
landsolutions.ca and relax.
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•	marketing and promotion of the province’s oil and
gas resources by making available to the industry
detailed geological interpretations of the province’s
oil and gas potential as well as participating in oil
industry trade shows, conferences, and conducting
seminars, industry workshops and media interviews;

matters related to Saskatchewan petroleum tenure, the
committee will provide input on Saskatchewan’s petroleum
tenure policies, feedback on proposed changes and
improvements related to electronic tenure, and insight into
the needs and concerns of both industry and government in
order to help establish operational and regulatory priorities.

•	participation in provincial land-use committees,
community and First Nations consultations;

Members of the advisory committee represent their industry
associations and not their respective companies. They are
expected to report back to their associations on meeting
content and outcomes while respecting confidentiality
requirements.
Committee
members
maintain
the
confidentiality of such information and deliberations, and
shall safeguard such records and information from improper
access until such a time as it becomes generally available to
the public. The Sk-IPTAC Participant Terms of Reference are
not confidential and can be shared by committee members.

•	ensuring land tenure policies are developed to be
competitive with other jurisdictions; and
• the maintenance of a petroleum registry system.
Regulatory and policy review are on-going concerns for
the branch to ensure these services are delivered in a
timely, responsive and effective manner. While industry
associations are consulted on proposed legislative and
regulatory amendments, it was acknowledged that a forum
for industry input into petroleum tenure-related issues and
policy in Saskatchewan would be beneficial both to the
province and to industry.

Sk-IPTAC
The Saskatchewan-Industry Petroleum Tenure Advisory
Committee (Sk-IPTAC) was created to address the need for
increased consultation. It will prove a valuable resource as
the province moves towards electronic tenure that advances
exploration and development of the province’s oil and gas.
On providing advice on policy and regulatory/legislative
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Meetings
Sk-IPTAC meets twice per year. Its last meeting was held
on October 3, 2013 in Regina, and discussions included
identifying and aligning industry and government tenure
opportunities, updating the committee on ECON’s Process
Renewal and Infrastructure Management Enhancement
(PRIME) program, Information Services Corporation (ISC)
update, Crown-acquired issues, and the status of the
Surface Rights Acquisition and Compensation Act review.
The next Sk-IPTAC meeting is scheduled for April 24, 2014
in Regina.

n

CAPLA
EDC Surface Subcommittee Report
by Sandy Sohlbach, Roy Northern Land Service Ltd., and Charmaine Grills, Raging River Exploration Inc.
•	A half day Aboriginal Consultation course on March
13, 2014, which will be a follow up to the Aboriginal
Awareness course.
•	A Lunch ‘n Learn presentation on April 17, 2014
by Peter Miller, Imperial Oil’s in-house senior
counsel, on the legal obligations surrounding
native consultation, as well as the various pieces
of legislation that govern it. It will address some
of the challenges faced by Industry and the legal
limitations we face when trying to mitigate these
challenges. It will also speak to the changes coming
to the FNC protocol for Alberta and how that will
affect industry.
Left to right: Charmaine Grills, Cindy Bakala, Darlene
Torocsik, Juliet Faraj, Jo-Anne Morrison, Suzanne Artinian,
Raedee Saar, Shelby Biddlecombe
Absent: Sandy Sohlbach, Leslee Laverdure, Debbie Main
The EDC Surface Subcommittee identifies gaps between
the certification requirements and courses offered in
order to enhance the development and availability of
surface land education. We then set about developing
courses and Lunch ‘n Learns. We source instructors, assist
with the development of course materials, and work with
the CAPLA office to put on the course or Lunch ‘n Learn.
After the course or event, we review the attendee
feedback in order to continually improve our educational
offerings. In 2013 the EDC Surface Subcommittee worked
with Nadene Bateman to produce a brand new Third
Party Agreements course, which was offered in June and
November.
The EDC Surface Subcommittee has also set up a surface
document library on the CAPLA website, in order to provide
document templates to the membership. The surface
document library may be found at http://caplacanada.org/
members/surface.aspx. Please help us continue to grow the
library by contributing your surface document templates to
Charmaine Grills at cgrills@rrexploration.com.

•	An Abandonment and Reclamation course (date to
be announced). Maria Rosati from Cenovus Energy
is currently working on developing this course
for CAPLA. Maria has over 13 years of experience
working for an environmental consulting company
and has excellent knowledge on reclamation and
how to apply that to surface land administration. The
course will explain the various facets of well site and
pipeline abandonment and reclamation.
•	A Lunch ‘n Learn presentation by Shelby Biddlecombe
on the EAP Process, geared towards those surface
administrators new to applying for Alberta Crown
agreements.
Other future projects include development of a course on
Saskatchewan Surface Land Administration, and a course
on Surface Oilsands Acquisition and Administration (does
anyone know of a potential instructor?!).
Our 11 members come from all levels of experience and from
a variety of industry positions, including one member who
even conference calls in from northern Alberta. Please take
a moment to get to know the current Surface Subcommittee
members. Each one of them would be happy to hear your
feedback or answer any questions you may have in regards
to the committee itself or current and upcoming courses.

n

Some of the exciting things the EDC Surface Subcommittee
is working on for 2014 include:
•	A Lunch ‘n Learn on Aboriginal Consultation on
January 21, 2014.
•	A half day Aboriginal Awareness course on March
6, 2014, focusing on the basics of aboriginal culture,
history, and their present situation.
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CAPLA
Member Services Committee Report
by Sharon Culley, Co-Chair, Member Services Committee
Let me begin by introducing our members. The Member
Services Committee consists of nine volunteers. The
committee became a new team in January 2012: Sharon
Culley, Co-Chair; Jennifer Potter, Co-Chair; Miranda
Bodde, Treasurer; Esmeralda Mondor; Chelsea Oberten;
Carly LeClair; Amanda Demaiter; Maureen Parkinson; and
Karsten Schaffrick. The amount of land experience on the
committee exceeds 40 years in varied disciplines, so we
have a lot to offer at the table.
One team member, Miranda Bodde, moved to Sherwood
Park, Alberta last summer. She continues to participate
with the committee through conference calls and has
retained her treasurer role. Karsten is the Member Services
Administrator on staff with CAPLA. He is the first contact
for membership inquiries or membership renewals.

Our Role & Mandate
Our role and mandate is to promote the benefits of
being a CAPLA member and recruit new members. We
accomplish this in large part through presentations to

Left to right: Maureen Parkinson, Jennifer Potter, Chelsea
Oberten, Sharon Culley, Carly LeClair. Absent: Karsten
Schaffrick, Esmeralda Mondor, Amanda Demaiter
land administration students at SAIT, Olds, CEAMS, and
Mount Royal University. We are able to share what it

SYNERGY LAND SERVICES LTD.,

is a full-service land broker, with its head office in
Calgary and branch offices in Fort St. John, St. Albert,
Fort Macleod, Regina, Brandon and Cambridge.
Company partners Bill Giese, Keith Turner and
James McCorquodale, along with their management
team and skilled staff work together at every level
to coordinate client projects in all aspects of the
oil and gas industry, power, renewable energy,
highways and telecommunications sectors.
Please contact us for more information about
our service offerings and how we can assist with
your upcoming projects.

Pursuing Perfection
www.synergyland.ca
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means to be a CAPLA member with new and upcoming
land professionals, as well as encourage the graduates to
apply for the Myra Drumm Memorial Student Achievement
Award that is presented annually at the CAPLA Awards
Ceremony. With much help from CAPLA Communications
Specialist Katherine Matiko, we have created a poster that
was designed to promote the Myra Drumm Award. To date,
we have 2,800 members! We’re hoping to reach 3,000 by
year end.
To increase our presentation skills, we invited Sheena Myers
from Encana Corporation to attend one of our meetings to
share her Toastmaster’s expertise as well as provide helpful
tips on how to get through some of the jitters we may have
before or during a presentation. Sheena provided us with
helpful handouts on topics she touched on.
Among our busy schedules in our personal lives and
careers, October to February are usually the highlights of
the year with presentations and reviewing the Myra Drumm
applicants. We’re currently reviewing incentives for new
members and maintaining current memberships.
We’re also excited to be able to present and hold a table
at the Energy Asset Management – Annual Association
Evening at SAIT on March 19.
We’re continuously looking at ways and ideas to further
our engagement with colleges, universities, our fellow
CAPLA members and recruitment.

familiar CAPLA members and their families and friends,
not to mention meeting new friends. The CAPLA team
managed to raise over $10,000!
It seemed like yesterday when last year’s flood devastated
Calgary and surrounding areas. We decided to donate our
$500 Committee Appreciation Fund towards the Red Cross
Flood Relief. Several CAPLA members with their families
and friends were out there providing a helpful hand to
many affected by the terrible ordeal. We feel very proud
how Calgarians came together to help out during such a
crisis.

Want to get in touch with us?
We had a CAPLA email set up and we would love to hear
your feedback, suggestions, questions or just a hello! Our
email address is ms.committee@caplacanada.org.

n

Miranda Bodde of Sherwood Park
participates in the Member Services
Committee through conference calls.
She is currently treasurer.

Our Gratitude
We were excited to hear our Myra Drumm sponsor, Velvet
Energy, has returned for the second year and has increased
the award from $500 to $1000!
In order to make it easier to haul our materials to open
houses, Synergy Land Services has graciously provided us
with a suitcase on wheels. So much easier than transporting
bins from parkades!!
The Member Services Committee is thankful to Olds College
for allowing us to have a booth at their annual reception
held at the Fairmont Palliser Hotel on March 27 in Calgary.

Making a Difference
Along with our diligent recruiting efforts, we spend a great
deal of time encouraging current and future members to
get involved in the community.
Aside from our annual events, we had a Food Bank drive
during our first year and decided to put a twist on it by
challenging all CAPLA committees. The goal was to see
who would come out first with the most food collected
and monies raised. The Board of Directors won the right
to have bragging rights for the year. It was a great cause
of giving back to our community and during the process,
everyone had fun!

Thank You to Our
Adopt-a-Course Sponsors

Pandell Technology Ltd.
Penn West Exploration
Cenovus Energy Inc.
Apache Canada Corporation
Nexen Energy ULC
Pengrowth Energy Corporation

For the last two years, we facilitated a CAPLA team with the
CIBC Breast Cancer Run. It was great getting together with
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet,
smartphone or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data,
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

